Abstract. Space information supporting is the prominent characteristic of air defense operation in the future. The paper Analyzing the supporting requirement of space information of air defense operation action which are including the four taches of early warning and detecting, command and control, striking, battlefield evaluation.
Introduction
As the rapid developing of space information system, it will play the more important role in the future war. Space information supporting is the prominent characteristic of air defense operation in the future. The space information includes imaging reconnaissance information, electronic reconnaissance information, early warning reconnaissance information, mapping information, ocean surveillance information, weather information, navigation and orientation information, and all kinds of communication information. The information plays some effect on the air defense operation.
Air defense operation action includes the four taches of early warning and detecting, command and control, striking, battlefield evaluation. Each tache has supporting requirement to space information, and this are shown in Figure 1 ( expressing obvious requirement). 
Requirement of Early Warning and Detecting to Space Information

Strategic Early Warning Requirement
Strategic early warning requirement has a direct correlation with the mission of air defense operation. For the next considerable period, there are three kinds objects which need strategic early warning requirement: a) Globally, transcontinental ballistic missiles from ground or sea. b) In Asia, tactical ballistic missiles from ground or sea. c) In surrounding region, ultra high speed stealth aircraft or large attack weapons from airport or sea.
In order to achieve early discovering, detecting in time and accurate warning, the following requirements of space information is necessary. a) High orbit warning/reconnaissance satellites system supports the task of the global early warning and deep space objects reconnaissance. The main detecting measures are short or medium wave infrared and visible light. The primary early warning objects are transcontinental ballistic missiles booster segment. b) Medium or low orbit reconnaissance / warning satellites system supports the task of the extensive reconnaissance of the ground and the early warning of theatre of operations or tactical objects. The main detecting measures are visible light and medium or long wave infrared. The primary early warning objects are intermediate or last transcontinental ballistic missiles and tactical missiles.
Missiles Early Warning and Detecting Requirements
As low altitude flight and penetration technology developing and missiles technology and stealth technology adoption, long-distance precision striking, low invasion and penetration and stealth attack have become the main patterns of operation. Tactical missiles, strategic bombers, cruise missiles and stealth planes have become the main attack-defense weapons.
For achieving missions, the ability of early global discovering transcontinental ballistic missiles is needed. And it is necessary, such as developing the tracking monitoring capability of intermediate or last ballistic missiles and the whole tracking monitoring capability of cruise missiles in stress regions, the ability of discovering and identifying strategic bombers in the stress direction, and the ability of early warning and detecting to high speed or high-performance aircraft (such as near space high speed aircraft and the space strikes weapons) in the future.
Objects Surveillance Requirements
Objects surveillance requirements are closely related to the strategic objects of air defense operation. For achieving the discovering and identifying, tracking and surveillance of incoming targets, we need utilize synthetically the measures of visible light, infrared and shimmer of space reconnaissance satellites. We may track and monitor objects in the daylight by the high-definition picture of incoming targets from the visible light reconnaissance satellites. We may monitor typical incoming targets at night, detect and track high temperature targets by the nyctohemeral surveillance ability of infrared reconnaissance satellites. We may monitor large and medium-sized mobile targets at sea and grasp the deployment of military forces at sea by ocean surveillance satellites. Especially, when other country uses CVBG (carrier battle group) to intervene, we may beforehand grasp the target characteristics and activity situation of CVBG by ocean surveillance satellites, resolve the problem of discovering, orientation, identifying and affirming, and acquire ocean targets intelligence chronically and steadily.
Requirement of Command and Control to Space Information
The Requirement of Command Decision-making to Space Information Firstly, battlefield situation information which is necessary to command decision-making is highly dependent on space information supporting. Accurately acquiring battlefield situation information is the premise and basis of command decision-making activities, and the fundamental basis of operation command. Commanders can grasp all kinds of intelligence and battlefield situation information by the network of space reconnaissance and communication. And by space information, commanders can detect in time the situation of both sides, the operation activities deviation of the own and assigned units and contingency, coordinate own forces according to enemy activities in time, quickly make new resolutions, deliver new operation commands, and control the army activities in due time. Secondly, accurate orientation and time service can be provided for operation units, planes and naval vessels by space navigation orientation and time service information. Forces communicate with each other by space information network and the precision control of operation forces can be achieved.
The Requirement of Communication to Space Information
In the future air defense operation is in the multiple-dimension battlefield of land, sea, sky and space, so communication supporting must be wide coverage and long-distance. Space information transmission has the advantages of long-distance, wide coverage, not subject to geographical conditions, high transmission quality, high reliability and low cost. Air defense units are interconnected, so the following space information requirement is necessary: a) Satellite communication is the main measure in region battlefield, and it can supply all-weather, uninterrupted, real time, accurate, reliable command and intelligence communication for whole battlefield.
b) The focal point is the communication of sensitive area and important battlefield, ensuring the reliable transmission of all kinds of intelligence information and command. c) Senior commanders can keep expedite relation with marching units by communication and data relay satellites. The marching units can acquire the newest command and grasp the decision-making of command post in time, and the commanders can master the situation of marching units.
The Requirement of Aerospace Defense Early Warning to Space Information
In the future, air defense operation which is dominated by information confrontation, is integrated operation with air and aerospace defense. In the face of long-distance, high precision and abrupt air raid, defenders quick reaction rests with early detection, accurate identifying and continuous grasping air raid weapons, rapidly transmitting information to operation command center, and providing real time and precise intelligence for commanders organizing resisting and defense. Early aerospace defense warning is the first defense system, and its requirement to space information includes the following:
a) The intelligence information near real time transmitted by data relay satellites from reconnaissance satellites. b) Early missile warning information transmitted by data relay satellites from low orbit reconnaissance satellites in time. c) Intersatellite link Information which is expedite even if the communication of satellite to earth breaks off at wartime.
The Requirement of Joint Command to Space Information
The future air defense operation is dynamic joint operation of integration of land, sea, sky, space, electromagnetism and network, utilizing satellites, missiles, planes, antiaircraft guns and vessels, multiple-dimension union of various services and arms and civil air defense forces, fast maneuver. Air defense operation command synergy is more complex, and its requirement to space information includes the following: a) Utilize space information transmission measure to make up the deficiency of communication measure in existence, and ensure reliable and uninterrupted transmission. b) Operation units can set up or fold communication link in short time, and communicate with superior command post or friendly forces by satellites whenever and wherever possible. c) Joint air defense headquarters Communicates directly with soldiers or weapons platform by data relay satellites, decreasing command hierarchy.
Requirement of Firepower Striking to Space Information The Requirement of Object Detecting and Orientation to Space Information
Space information system accomplishes detection and orientation by the measures of imaging, infrared, or electromagnetic signal detection. According to air defense operation requirement, reserved fixed targets are prewar mapped and orientated in advance. Orientate quickly targets which are detected at wartime, and the orientation precision should meet the need for precision strike. Dynamic targets detection and orientation at sea and in the sky is significantly affected by the orientation ability and coverage period of navigation satellites. If the orientation precision can't meet the demand for strike, the precision tracking and orientating ability is demanded after precision-guided weapons reenter the atmosphere. Accurate striking demands the coverage continuity except orientation precision from navigation satellites.
The Requirement of Accurate Intercepting to Space Information
Accurate intercepting needs space in formation supporting in the following two aspects:
Firstly, acquire rapidly real time battlefield information. Accurate intercepting depends on grasping both situations, and real-time acquiring and transmission is the significant premise and basis. Accurate interception need provide the recent situation, accurate position, navigation images of enemy targets. Especially, satellites reconnaissance intelligence information plays a vital role when tracking, monitoring enemy strategic weapons.
Secondly, accurate intercepting system needs precision guidance. In future air defense battlefield, all kinds of accurate interception weapons can precisely intercept with beyond visual range. Because satellites information and images are utilized flexibly or embedded into weapons, accurate orientation and precision interception is possible. Accurate interception lies on the information support system of the integration of space, sky and ground. Only the organic integration of satellites information and weapons forms a closed link, and it lays the foundation of accurate interception.
Requirement of Battlefield Evaluation to Space Information
Battlefield evaluation needs space information supporting in the following three aspects:
Firstly, the monitoring of single air defense missile effect depends on space information supporting. Space information system monitoring single air defense missile effect is most efficient means of air defense battlefield evaluation. If detecting no hitting the target, provide the relaunching instructions to air defense weapon system. Especially, the information from space information system is more needed in the combat environment of electronic interference Secondly, the evaluation of overall strike effect highly depends on space information supporting. Because it is difficult to depend on the ground and sky forces analyzing and evaluating the whole campaign process in time, in the round, and systematically, we may make use of the space information supporting system to track record battlefield changes, transfer these changes to the intelligence center, evaluate striking effect, classify the effect information, and transfer them to command control center.
Thirdly, air defense operation effect evaluation highly depends on space reconnaissance surveillance system and battlefield damage evaluation system. Air defense operation effect evaluation is that air defense command authority takes advantage of space reconnaissance surveillance system and battlefield damage evaluation system to calculate accurately, evaluate, revise decision, regulate and control forces activities. Operation effect evaluation is the end evaluation, and it is also feedback evaluation to operation activities. Operation effect evaluation is the operation activities effect evaluation, and is also tracking, feeding back, revising, and evaluating of command elements (information acquiring, analysis sense, harmony and control, command strain, and so on) abilities release.
Summary
From four taches of early warning and detecting, command and control, striking, battlefield evaluation of air defense operation, the paper analyses the requirement of air defense operation to space information, introduces new ideas for the future air defense operation theory, and provide new approaches for enhancing air defense operation effect.
